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SUMMARY
•

•
•

•
•

There are reports of increased skepticism regarding the vaccine among Latinx
communities. There is a lack of trust in the guidance and policies being shared by the
federal government and some state and local officials. This is causing some to feel more
hesitant about receiving the vaccine.
Many individuals who have received the first round of the vaccine are growing more
concerned that supplies will run out before they can receive their second dose, or that
they will not be able to obtain appointments for their second dose.
There is a small amount of local news coverage regarding FEMA funeral assistance.
Members of the National Funeral Directors Association report they are anxiously awaiting
additional guidance from FEMA about how the program will be implemented. There has
also been steady coverage in local media regarding the recent allocation of funds to
bolster state vaccine administration capacity.
There is some debate and disagreement among state lawmakers regarding what
populations should be prioritized for the vaccine.
This afternoon, traditional media has focused on the White House COVID-19 Response
Team’s press brief. Popular topics covered in the brief included overall action plans,
infection risk following detection of new virus strains within U.S. borders, and ongoing
concerns about vaccine supplies and accessibility. Today’s newspaper front-page
headlines covered new vaccination sites, concerns regarding new strains of the virus, and
mixed public reaction to the pace of vaccine distribution and administration.

PUBLIC PERCEPTION/SENTIMENT
•

Reports of inequitable vaccine distribution is becoming an increasingly hot topic among
Latinx communities. (example 1, example 2)
o Some members of these communities claim there is hesitation to get vaccinated
due to a lack of official information available in Spanish and a large circulation of
myths/rumors causing an overall lack of trust towards government messaging
regarding the vaccine.
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•

•
•

o Many feel reports of inequitable vaccine are intended to be polarizing, claiming
that the states being analyzed in the news reports are predominantly white
anyways.
Debate over double masking has grown significantly due to increased coverage from local
news outlets. (example 1, example 2) There continue to be a large number of people who
say they do not plan to wear multiple masks. These individuals often cite concern for
breathing or a lack of trust in federal guidance.
The anti-vaccine sentiment remains strong on social media. Content encouraging people
to get vaccines is frequently overwhelmed by comments from accounts sharing false or
negative information related to vaccines.
A number of people are anxious and confused over how to schedule their second doses
within the vaccine manufacturers recommended time frames.

RUMORS/MISINFORMATION
•

•
•

Henry County, Tennessee Sheriff’s Office is warning residents of a scam in which callers
are requesting personal information and payment to schedule an appointment for
COVID-19 vaccination. The public is advised the public not to give personal details nor
payment over the phone.
One Pennsylvania news outlet reports that ‘experts’ warn not to take pain relievers
before getting vaccinated. However, the news article does not specify what kind of
experts issued the warning.
Following news that baseball Hall of Famer Hank Aaron died a few a weeks after taking
the vaccine, those who are skeptical or against the vaccine have falsely linked his death
to the COVID-19 vaccine.

FEMA
•
•

•
•

Many news stations and elected officials are sharing the news of FEMA’s allocation of
funds for vaccine storage and distribution in various states and territories. (example 1,
example 2, example 3)
Elected officials in Virginia are urging the governor and FEMA to establish a mass
vaccination site in Northern Virginia.
o Officials are also are pushing for streamlining the process and developing a more
transparent and equitable system for distribution.
A few people are relieved and grateful to FEMA staff who are helping at state vaccination
sites. (example 1, example 2, example 3)
There is a low volume of local news coverage on the implementation of funeral
reimbursements. A spokesperson for the National Funeral Directors Association said they
are eagerly awaiting additional guidance from FEMA.
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NATIONWIDE/GLOBAL
Federal Response
• There is a high volume of discussion about President Biden’s press conference yesterday
with many people focusing on the desire to have 300 million Americans vaccinated by the
end of summer. (example 1, example 2)
o Some people are questioning if children will be included in the 300 million.
• There continues to be a push from elected officials to speed up vaccine delivery and
distribution. Many place blame on the federal government saying it is delaying the
process. (example 1, example 2)
• National media outlets report the White House will reopen HealthCare.gov marketplaces,
currently operating in 36 states, to give those affected by the pandemic an opportunity to
sign-up. (example 1, example 2, example 3)
Vulnerable Populations
• The World Health Organization does not recommended the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine
for pregnant women, unless they are at risk of high exposure.
• CDC Director vows to follow the White House’s executive order to bring equality to those
disproportionally burdened by the pandemic.
o Responses to her post ask the Director to not to forget disabled people, people of
color, high risk and chronically ill people living independently, homeless,
immunocompromised, and intellectually disabled among others.
Public Health
• CDC issued more detailed recommendations for COVID-19 vaccine distribution to include
veterinary services in Phase 1-b.
• According to CNN, a survey published by the Kaiser Family Foundation of more than
1,500 adults found that 41% want the vaccine and at least 6% have already received at
least the first dose.
o Comments under the post are mixed. Several people shared that they want the
vaccine or have already received it, while just as many express adverse feelings
about the vaccine.
Transportation
• International airports across the country began to implement new policies yesterday
requiring all passengers entering the US to provide proof of a negative COVID-19 test.
o Reports that the government is considering expanding this policy to domestic
travel have been met with mixed emotion. Some are saying it feels
unconstitutional others are pleased at the idea of additional precautions being
put in place.
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Community Mitigation
• CDC Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR) reports NFL use of wearable
devices for contact tracing and strict COVID-19 mitigation protocols for high-risk contacts
limited the spread of infection.
Private Sector
• Darden Restaurants, the parent company of Olive Garden and Red Lobster, will offer
their employees paid time off to get the COVID-19 vaccine.

REGION ONE
Supply Chain
• In New Hampshire, people are experiencing issues scheduling their second shots within
the CDC’s updated recommended time frame of 4-6 weeks due limited appointments and
lack of supply.
o Some appointments are having to be set as much as almost 8 weeks after the
initial dose. The state advises that appointments will be made available when
more vaccines are received.
Vaccine Administration
• Starting Wednesday, January 27, in Massachusetts, residents 75 and older may schedule
appointments beginning in February for a COVID-19 vaccine for the start of Phase 2.
• Some Stop and Shop locations have been approved to give the Moderna vaccine based on
the state's COVID-19 vaccination plan. These locations will begin accepting appointments
on February 1.
• In Massachusetts, Eastfield Mall in Springfield is preparing the old Macy’s location to serve
as a vaccination site. Scheduling started today, January 27 for 500 appointments.
Vulnerable Populations
• In New Hampshire, for the first time in months there are no new outbreaks to report at
long term care facilities. The governor attributes this, in part, to the implementation of
vaccines.
• In Massachusetts, Boston homeless shelters are encountering a high level of vaccine
hesitancy, as high as 50% at one location. Health care providers also have concerns about
reaching people without cell phones for their second dose.
Public Health
• Maine CDC reported two new COVID-19 outbreaks at Lisbon Public Works and the Oxford
Casino, while investigating 25 cases at Maine Veterans’ Home.
• In Massachusetts, the town of Ossipee commissioners (selectmen) temporarily closed
their administration building due to a COVID-19 outbreak in their campus-adjoining jail.
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o The Ossipee commissioners also reversed their decision to mandate masks in the
town hall, despite 21 people related to town hall business contracting the virus.
Community Mitigation
• The Appalachian Trail Conservancy have asked hikers to postpone plans to cover the
Appalachian Trail, which runs through 14 states from Maine to Georgia, this year due to
COVID-19.
o Hikers usually stay at shelters in close quarters along the trail which don't allow for
the CDC's recommended guidelines for social distancing and washing hands often.
o The suggestion was made because of concern that thousands of travelers entering
many small towns along the trail may overwhelm local hospital systems.
• Chicago, Illinois teachers are threatening to defy a Chicago Public School’s order to return
to classrooms on January 27. The Chicago Teachers Union alleges the school system has
failed to put in place agreed upon COVID-19 protocols necessary for in-person learning.
Teachers are expected to receive their shots in mid-February.

REGION TWO
Vaccination Administration
• People in the Tri-state area are having trouble getting their second vaccine dose
appointment on time, local media reported.
o In a Twitter poll hosted by the same local media outlet: 49.5% of people who filled
it out claimed to have difficulty getting an appointment for their second dose.
• In Hudson County, New Jersey, the county’s executive has expressed frustration saying
the county has infrastructure ready for mass vaccination but not enough doses. The
county’s Health Officer informed that to deal with the problem, they are not registering
individuals unless they have doses available.
• New Jersey will receive about 130 thousand vaccine doses for each of the next 3 weeks,
announced the governor today.
• A New Jersey hospital in Hunterdon County reportedly vaccinated wealthy donors and
their relatives in December before vaccine eligibility was expanded in the state.
Vulnerable Populations
• In Long Island, New York, local leaders said that they’re facing an “uphill battle” in
convincing minorities to get vaccinated. They’re launching new efforts to make sure the
minorities have equal access to the vaccines.
• In New York City, local media reported that early vaccination data from December showed
that white people received about five times as many vaccinations while making up 42% of
the population. The report also showed that about 40% of recipients didn’t mark down
their race or ethnicity.

REGION THREE
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Vaccination Administration
• The Governor of Maryland announced the state will open at least six mass vaccination
sites by early February.
o Yesterday, January 26 he also announced that Six Flags America and Baltimore
Convention Center will be converted into mass vaccination sites. Six Flags is
expected to be converted February 5.
• In Lehigh County, Pennsylvania a drive-thru COVID-19 vaccination clinic opened today.
The clinic opened at Dorney Park and they plan to vaccinate individuals 75 and older.
• In Chesterfield County, Virginia unregistered residents showed up at a Chesterfield
appointment-only vaccine clinic. The county’s official government page posted a message
informing residents of the issue and asking them to be patient.
Vulnerable Populations
• The Pennsylvania State Troopers Association is speaking out against the state’s decision to
include smokers in the high priority category, urging the state to reject the CDC’s
recommendation.
Community Mitigation
• In Portsmouth, Virginia the health department launched a hot line to assist those without
reliable internet. The hot line helps residents navigate the COVID-19 vaccination process.
They’ve had over 2,000 call this week alone.

REGION FOUR
Supply Chain
• Mississippi is expecting to receive around 37,000 doses of COVID-19 vaccine this week
from the federal government. According to the state’s Department of Health, it is the
same allocation the state has received the past few weeks. While the state would like to
receive an increase in their allotted vaccines, they share that they are receiving what
they expect.
Vaccination Administration
• Local news in North Carolina reports that there is a discrepancy between the reported
amount of administered vaccines versus actual state data. The North Carolina Department
of Health and Human Services (NCDHHS) reports that it has administered 95% of all firstround doses but data shows hundreds of thousands doses have not been administered.
o The state Association of Health Directors is critical of NCDHHS’ decision to
prioritize two mass vaccination events at the expense of local health departments.
o Health directors are also upset that the rerouting of vaccines from local providers
triggered thousands of cancelled appointments, which they feel is slowing down
vaccine distribution.
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•
•

Alabama Department of Public Health announced a new no-reservation, first come, first
serve drive-thru site for COVID-19 vaccination clinics in Baldwin County to begin on
February 2.
Alabama State University announced this week that it will serve as a COVID-19 vaccine
administration site.

Public Health
• Georgia’s public health commissioner expressed to state lawmakers the pandemic is a
strain on the Department of Public Health, but there will not be an increase in the their
budget plan, published by the Governor’s office, to account for COVID-19 expenses.
o Some officials feel that public health should be more of a priority and that more
funding is needed.
• CDC highlights the need for health depts and schools to weigh the benefits of allowing
high contact sports against risk for spread of virus after COVID-19 outbreak linked to two
wrestling tournaments in Florida.
• A Georgia state representative was removed from Georgia’s House chamber for refusing
to be tested for COVID-19, which is mandatory. His refusal was due to his frustration that
state lawmakers have access to regular testing while many other Americans do not.

REGION FIVE
Supply Chain
• In Wisconsin, a pharmacist charged with intentionally tampering with dozens of vials of
COVID-19 vaccine in attempt to spoil them is facing 20 years in prison after pleading
guilty.
o His actions allegedly caused more than 50 people to be vaccinated with
improperly stored doses.
Vaccination Administration
• In Indiana, teachers are protesting the change in vaccination priorities to people who are
high risk due to age over teachers, despite CDC guidelines to treat teachers and grocery
store workers as essential workers.
• The Minnesota Department of Health opened a 24-hour vaccine lottery to choose
approximately 11,700 residents who are 65 and older to receive the COVID-19 vaccine.
• The Ohio Funeral Directors Association asked the Governor of Ohio to add funeral
directors, embalmers and their staff in a list with group 1B.
Community Mitigation
• Wisconsin Senate has voted to repeal their governor’s statewide mask mandate. Both
legislative chambers have to pass the resolution, scheduled for a vote on January 28.

REGION SIX
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Vaccination Administration
• In Texas, local media reported that some individuals who received their first dose, are
seeing conflicting information on how to obtain an appointment for their second dose and
are worried about not getting their second dose in time.
• The governor of Texas announced that the state set a new record for COVID-19
vaccinations in a single day with 114,000 shots were administered yesterday (1/26).
• The vaccine registration website from Harris County, Texas, which had technical problems
earlier in the week, was fixed and over 49,000 people have registered despite the site
crashing a couple times. Many residents have also been receiving busy signals when
calling the county’s vaccine registration phoneline.
• New Mexico Governor announced that the state has the 3rd highest rate of COVID-19
vaccine administration in the country.
Vulnerable Populations
• The Texas National Guard teams are scheduled to begin COVID-19 vaccination on
Thursday (1/28) in a new State mobile vaccine pilot program that aims to reach and
immunize underserved areas like Starr County and others.
• The city of Corpus Christi, Texas, is deploying its firefighters to help vaccinate homebound
senior residents.
Public Health
• In Amarillo, Texas, COVID-19 hospitalizations are decreasing. Area health experts believe
vaccinations and masking precautions along with a high number of recoveries are
contributing to the decrease in positive cases.
Community Mitigation
• An Oklahoma lawmaker filed a bill that would require people to wear a mask in public and
face fines if one fails to do so.
• In Oklahoma, students in Rector Johnson Middle School and Broken Bow High School who
forget their masks will have to buy one or call their parents. The schools say that giving
students masks have depleted their supplies.

REGION SEVEN
Supply Chain
• Missouri Governor Mike Parson plans to divert unused COVID-19 vaccine doses from
pharmacies, designated for long-term care facilities, to mass vaccination sites operated
by the National Guard to increase the vaccine distribution rate.
o This action will not prevent CVS and Walgreens from finishing their work
providing vaccinations at nursing homes.
Vaccination Administration
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•
•

Missouri launched a new COVID-19 vaccine dashboard to track administered doses. The
site shows the total vaccine shots administered and the number of individuals who have
received single or double doses, county and demographic information of recipient.
University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics (UIHC) will begin their next phase of COVID-19
vaccinations next week to include emergency responders, teachers and people 65 and
older.
o The Governor and UIHC health officials share while vaccine supply is low, they will
be able to administer a steady flow of vaccinations and can handle the
administration of the vaccines. Officials want residents to remain hopeful.

Staffing
• Iowa lawmakers are considering a bill that will allow dentists to administer the COVID-19
vaccine and flu shots. It would require dentists to take four hours of training and prohibit
them from allowing dental hygienists or dental assistants from vaccine administration.
o Legislatures who disapprove feel that there are enough healthcare personnel to
distribute the vaccine and that the real issue is the limited supply.
Vulnerable Populations
• In Kansas, local news reports that on January 26, the first day that residents 80 and up
were allowed to get the vaccine in Johnson County, they were waiting in long lines in the
cold. This was due to people showing up ahead of their scheduled appointments and
healthcare workers in need of their second dose. The county said it won’t happen again
with more staff on site today.
• Kansas state lawmakers disagree on the state’s vaccine administration plan on prioritizing
healthcare workers over residents who are 65 and older. Some officials feel the
governor’s plan makes it harder for older residents to get vaccinated.

REGION EIGHT
Vaccination Administration
• In Sioux Falls, South Dakota law enforcement and health care professionals were able to
receive their second COVID-19 vaccine yesterday. Many essential workers expressed
gratitude to receive a second dose and were glad to do their part in protecting themselves
and others.
• Utah chose the grocery chains Smith’s and Walmart to help vaccinate the general public
when allowed. This is a switch from CVS and Walgreens, which are currently helping
vaccinate long-term care facility staff and residents.
Vulnerable Populations
• In Denver, Colorado state and local leaders asked SCL health to work on a mass
vaccination event geared toward communities of color and underserved populations.
Their goal is to vaccinate at least 5,000 people on Saturday, February 6th.
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Public Health
• The Governor of North Dakota announced this morning that the statewide COVID-19 risk
level will be adjusted from moderate to low beginning at 8 a.m. Friday, January 29th.
• A Washington State resident was arrested last week after prosecutors say he used social
media to peddle untested, injectable COVID-19 “vaccines” on social media. He sold the
“vaccines” on Facebook for $400-$1,000 and now faces misdemeanor federal charges of
introducing misbranded drugs into interstate commerce.

REGION NINE
Vaccination Administration
• In California, Santa Clara County health officials are withholding COVID-19 vaccines from
Good Samaritan Hospital after it broke vaccination eligibility rules.
o Los Gatos Union School District teachers were instructed, in an email from their
Superintendent, to impersonate health care workers to obtain vaccine
appointments, displacing eligible people over 65 and health care workers.
• In California, San Diego County is planning for two new COVID-19 mass vaccination sites in
the North and East Counties, and at least five more community sites.
• In California, Riverside Convention Center is preparing to open as a mass vaccination site.
Staffing
• Local news reports that FEMA has deployed 66 personnel to Tucson, Glendale, Kingman
and Prescott Valley to help accelerate their efforts at vaccine sites.
Public Health
• Nevada officials announced the COVID-19 UK variant was detected in a specimen from a
Las Vegas woman. Some local officials suggest that the state should increase their
prevention efforts.
Private Sector
• In California, a group of tech workers created VaccinateCA.com, a database with a map of
COVID-19 vaccination sites in the state, since there was not statewide site. It is verified by
a group of 200 volunteers who phone bank for information.
• In California, the annual California Strawberry Festival in Oxnard, scheduled for mid-May,
is now cancelled due to the uncertainty surrounding the pandemic.

REGION TEN
Vaccination Administration
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A new pop-up drive-thru clinic opened yesterday in Piece County, Washington.
Washington residents were able to fill out their paperwork and receive the vaccine
without leaving their car.
• Health officials in Oregon provided drivers who were stuck on the road during a
snowstorm COVID-19 vaccines. The vaccines would have been spoiled if not used.
• In Olympia, Washington a mass vaccination site opens today at the Spokane Arena. The
site will be open by appointment only and the goal is to provide about 500 vaccinations
every day.
Vulnerable Populations
• In Washington, the Washington Black Lives Matter Alliance is urging state legislators to
take action to address inequity, including declaring racism a public health crisis.
• Local organizations in Idaho are relaying important information about COVID-19 and the
vaccination process to Latinx Americans.
•

Public Health
• In Washington, a biologic entrepreneur was arrested last week after prosecutors say he
used social media to sell untested COVID-19 “vaccines” on social media. It is unclear how
many were injected.
• In Akutan, Alaska there was a coronavirus outbreak. Numerous employees tested positive
for coronavirus at the Trident Seafoods processing plant.
Community Mitigation
• Local media breaks down how Idaho residents 65 and older that aren't living in long-term
care facilities can get the COVID-19 vaccine. On February 1, individuals eligible for the
vaccine will be able to find appointments in their area from the state website.

TRADITIONAL MEDIA
Federal Response
• National media has frequently reported on vaccine distribution plan developments
shared during today’s White House COVID-19 Response Team’s virtual press brief.
o Two national outlets emphasized the CDC director’s estimation of 479,000 to
514,000 pandemic-related fatalities by mid-February, adding that despite virus
variants present in 26 states, approved vaccines appear to successfully provide
protection.
• Multiple national and local outlets highlight several federal agencies warning about
vaccine fraud schemes, urging members of the public to not communicate their personal
information over the phone. (example 1, example 2, example 3)
• This morning, one national news outlet highlighted FEMA’s recent $216 million grant to
pay for vaccine storage, transport, distribution and administration services. Congressional
representatives had previously stated these areas created a ‘supply-demand imbalance.’
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Supply Chain
• Since Monday, coverage regarding state and local governments complaints of insufficient
amount of vaccine doses remains high.
o In response to community concerns, California’s governor has announced
changes to the states’ current system for receiving the COVID-19 vaccination. The
new plan will “simplify eligibility.” The system prioritizes healthcare workers,
residents aged 65 and older, teachers, childcare workers, emergency responders,
and food and agriculture workers. Afterward, the state will reportedly prioritize
eligible vaccine recipients by age.
o Pennsylvania’s governor is reportedly attributing vaccine accessibility difficulties
to supply overpromises from the prior White House administration. The governor
also states that a decentralized vaccine signup system should serve more
efficiently.
• This morning, one U.S. Virgin Islands news outlet reported FEMA will reimburse the island
government for costs related to storing, handling, and distributing the vaccine. The article
proceeds to highlight U.S. Virgin Islands currently operates 32 territorial facilities and
receives just under 3,000 vaccine doses per week.
• One national radio outlet’s online platform reported N95 masks remain in short supply
due to limited retailers. This report has been widely reposted by various local television
outlets. The original story references the White House’s invocation of Defense
Production Act to boost critical medical supplies as well as urging the general public to
wear masks. (example 1, example 2, example 3)
Vulnerable Populations
• In Dallas, Texas, one outlet reported Tuesday night that caretakers and family members
confined to their homes remained worried about the lack of access to a vaccine. An
associate medical director of Prospero Health said there has yet to be formalized plans
on how to vaccinate the thousands of homebound Texans.
• In Washington state, cities and county governments are organizing vaccination teams to
help those who cannot access a medical clinic for treatment. Vulnerable communities
referenced include Rainier Valley, Kent, SeaTac, Covington, Maple Valley and South King
counties.
Healthcare System Stress
• Ahead of North Carolina governor’s press conference update this afternoon, the state’s
healthcare systems and county health departments are reportedly fighting to acquire
limited doses. The state is also expected to receive its first federal shipment of vaccines
today.
• In Washington state, Overlake Medical Center and Clinics’ chief development officer,
emailed donors who gave more than $10,000 to the Eastside Hospital System that they
will receive ‘special access’ to coveted vaccine slots. The email gave the donors an access
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code to register for appointments ‘by invite’ only. Overlake reportedly shut down online
access to the invite-only clinic after getting a call from Governor Jay Inslee’s staff.
Public Health
• This morning, Palm Beach County, Florida’s commissioner has strongly criticized the state
governor for deciding to designate Publix grocer’s pharmacies as sole distributors in the
county. The county’s commissioners also expressed discontent of enabling the private
sector instead of public health officials to vaccinate residents as well as the fear of a dose
shortage after February 5th.
• This afternoon, one local outlet references CDC’s recently released analysis on allergies to
both Pfizer and Moderna vaccines, which concludes low anaphylaxis risk.
Private Sector
• Late this morning, Moderna has confirmed the company is discussing the possibility of
delivering another 100 million vaccine doses later this year. This would bring the total
commitment of vaccine dose purchases from Moderna to 300 million.
• At least one national outlet reports CVS pharmacy will start offering in-store vaccinations
in “New York, Indiana and Massachusetts,” expecting to deliver 25 million each month.
The article references the federal government previously tapping CVS and Walgreens to
help vaccinate nursing home residents.
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